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Abstract
This article presents a concept for the design of an automated driving system that uses the driver’s motion perception to feed back 
the automation system’s state and intention. The motivation for this approach is to keep the driver in the loop during an 
automated drive and increase the automation system’s transparency. The concept aims for partially automated driving [1]where 
the driver is still responsible for the driving task and in charge of monitoring the automation system of his vehicle.
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1. Introduction
In the last years automakers, automotive suppliers and even computer technology firms worked intensively on the
automation of the driving task. Even if there has been a lot of technological progress proven by showcases and 
scientific publications, there are still some major challenges to overcome before highly automated vehicles are ready 
for series production. Untiltechnological challenges in terms of sensor performance, situation interpretation and 
functional safety as well as legal questions are solved, the driver will still be necessary for monitoring and as backup 
for automated driving systems[2]. Previous research showed that humans perform quite poorly in monitoring 
complex automated systems[3]. Especially taking over the driving task from an automated car at a system boundary 
can take several seconds if the driver is out of the loop[4]. In consequence,one research goal is to find ways to keep 
the driver in the loop during an automated drive and support him in monitoring the automation system of his 
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car.This article describes a concept that addresses those goals by creating a transparent system behavior and using
the driver’s perception of the vehicle motion to feedbackinformation about the system’s state.
The article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the fundamental theory behind the concept presented in 
this article. In section 3, a simple system model for automated highway driving is described. Based on that model, a 
concept to improve the transparency of the systemandto keep the driver in the loop is developed. Section 4 provides 
a short summary and an outlook on how the presented concept can be evaluated.
2. Theory
2.1. Being in the loop
In literature,“being in the loop” is often associated with having sufficient situational awareness[5]. When driving 
an automated vehicle, situation awareness does not only include being aware of the elements around the vehicle[6], 
but also being aware of the state of one’sown vehicle’s automation system. A term that comes to mind in this 
context is “mode awareness”[7]. In the area of automated driving,“mode” is often used as a synonym for the level of 
automation. The kind of “mode”addressed in this articledoes not refer to the level of automationbut tothe state of the 
automation system inone constant level of automation.This is why the term “mode awareness” will not be used in
the following; instead we will rather speak of state awareness. To be aware of the automation system’s current 
state,two conditions have to be satisfied. First, the driver has to have a compatible mental model representing the 
automation system of his car[8]. Second, the driver needs to get suitablefeedback from the system to keep his mental 
model updated and know in which state the system is currently working[9,10].
2.2. Automation system design
This raises the question of how the state of the automation can be represented. To answer this question, one has 
to look into how vehicle automation systems work. Most approaches to automate the driving task start with trying to 
understand how a human driver operates a car and imitating his behavior. The development of models of the driving 
task is a central part here. There are pretty abstract representations like the three layer model of Donges[11]or 
adapted versions of it like the four layer modelof Löper et al.[12]. To implement an automated driving function for a 
vehicle in real traffic situations, those models have to be far more detailed. Creating comprehensive models for 
driving a car in a dynamic environment has been subject to research for decades. An aspect that most approaches 
have in common is the combination of discrete hierarchical state machines and continuous models, like planning 
components and reactive controllers[13–15]. The driving task is therefore divided into different subtasks represented
by states. The states are organized in a hierarchical state machine with long term tasks on higher hierarchical levels 
and short term behavior at lower levels. At the lowest level,thediscrete statesresult in a continuous vehicle motion. 
This is achieved by associating dynamic models to the states. For example,adiscrete state representing the driving 
maneuver “Lane Following" is connected to a continuous dynamic modelthat uses the deviation from the lane center 
as input and produces a steering wheel angle as output. In the following the term “state” will always refer to a 
discrete state of a state machine while the term “dynamic model” describes a continuous function with in- and 
output signals.
Referring to the term “being in the loop”, it can be concluded that a driver is in the loop if he has a very precise
idea of the automation system’s state. The degree of “being in the loop” can be quantified by how far down in the 
hierarchy of states the driver can specify the overall system state. As an example it is possible that the driver knows 
that his car is in astate "Highway Driving" but isn't aware of the current sub state "Lane Change Left" and not at all 
of the sub sub state "LaneChangePreparation". Previous research mostly concentrates on how to design the discrete 
part of the system i.e. the state machine and the HMI for a transparent system behavior. In this article, the focus lies 
on the ergonomic design of the continuous portion of an automated driving car. This includes the dynamic models in 
the form of controllers and trajectory planning modules. Those have great influence on the velocities, accelerations 
and jerks (change in acceleration over time)the driver perceives during an automated drive.
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2.3. From recognizing human actions towards designing recognizable actions
So how can an automated driving system be designed transparently? It should be easy for the driver to keep his 
mental model of the automation system updated and consequently know the system’s state and predict upcoming 
state transitions.To keep his model updated,the driver uses observations he makes during the automated drive. 
Observations can originate from multiple sources and sensory channels. Let us assume there is an automation 
system that does not provide any HMI. Based on the system’s user manual and his general knowledge of the driving 
task, the driver will have a basic understanding ofthe system’s functionality. This functionality is represented in his 
mental model. While using the automation system,the driver can only make estimations about the system’s state by 
observing the environment and the corresponding behavior of his vehicle. This means the system model is kind of 
hidden and the driver has to use strategies comparable to a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) approachto identify the 
most probable system state and predict upcoming state transitions. Fortunately HMI design plays an important role 
in the development of automated driving systems, which makes it a lot easier for the driver to know what his car is 
actually doing. Nevertheless,even in a partially automated vehicle, the driver will not monitor an HMI display 
continuously over a longer period of time. He will certainly use the time he gains by handing over the driving task to 
his vehicle, to do other things like talking on the phone. In this case, the system model gets partially hidden again
because the driver is not observing the system state directly. Nevertheless, we assume thatheis not fully retracting 
from the driving task and will still make use of his other senses to observe the vehicle’s behavior and compare it 
with his expectations based on his mental model.In this context, especially the perception of the vehicle motion is 
regarded as valuable information to the driver. This motivates us to specifically design the vehicle’s motion 
behavior with the goal to give the driver optimal feedback. In other words, the vehicle should drive in a way that 
allows the driver to know what it’s doing even if he doesn’t continuously look at a HMI display.
The objective of our research is the exact opposite of what so called action recognition algorithms try to achieve. 
Here the goal is to use observations of the vehicle, the environment and the driver’s behavior to predict what the 
driver is going to do. In our case, we want to design the automation system’s behavior in a way that best allows the 
driver to identify what the system is currently doing and to predict its future actions. Looking into how those 
algorithms work can help us with our approach. Similar to a not fully attentive driver who cannot determine the 
system’s state directly, action recognition algorithms can’t measure the state of the driver’s mental model directly.
The state is usually estimated from vehicle dynamics measurements like acceleration in longitudinal and lateral 
direction or the steering wheel position[16]. Many approaches use a set of dynamic models to predict future 
measurements. The lower the prediction error, the higher the probability that the driver is in a corresponding stateof 
his mental model[17,18].In our work, we assume that the driver is working similarly. He has certain expectations for 
how the vehicle is driving (dynamic model) in certain situations (discrete states) and compares this with the actual 
driving behavior (measurements). In order to determine the most probable current and future system state, he uses 
the logical conjunctions in his mental model of the driving task (discrete model) as well as his observations. Those
observations can be explicit information from the HMI or implicit information about how good the actual driving 
behavior fits to an expected behavior (prediction error).For our approach in feeding back the system state to the 
driver,one main goal can be derived from how the described action recognition algorithms work. The dynamic 
models linked to different discrete system states have to be designed in a way that enables the driverto clearly 
distinguish and associate them to the corresponding system state. This will support him in estimating the automation 
system’s state.
3. Motion feedback concept
This section starts with a brief description of a simplified automation system model that is designed on the basis 
of the references presented in section 2.2. Later in this section,we present an approach to feeding back the model’s
state to the driver by means of the vehicle’s motion behavior and illustrate a possible implementation of the concept
for a lane change maneuver.




























Fig.1.Simplified system model for automated highway driving.
3.1. Simplified system model
The following model (Figure 1) is a highly simplified representation of a system for automated highway driving. 
It is only described to an extent that allows us to illustrate our motion feedback concept. It models the vehicle’s 
behavior from a maneuver level (according to [12]) downwards and doesn’t include processes that lead to a 
maneuver decision. It consists of three main states, which are “Lane Following”, “Lane Change Left” and “Lane 
Change Right”. There is a possible transition from “Lane Following” to both lane change states and back, but not in 
between the two lane change states. The lane change states contain two sub states called “Preparation” and 
“Execution”. Transition conditions are omitted in the figure for simplicity.
Each discrete stateof the system is associated with a number of continuous dynamic models and situation analysis 
modules. Regarding the dynamic models, there is always one association with a model for lateral and one for
longitudinal guidanceper state. In terms of situation analysis, the number of modules is variable. Altogether there 
existsone model for longitudinal guidance and two for lateral guidance. The whole longitudinal behavior is 
summarized in the“Adaptive Cruise Control” model(ACC),which works similarly to the identically named driver 
assistance system. Strictly speaking, the ACC model itself consists of several subordinated models for velocity and 
distance control. For simplicity, those are summarizedin this article. The ACC model calculates a longitudinal 
acceleration, which is either necessary to maintain a certain vehicle speed or to follow a preceding vehicle with a 
defined time gap. The calculated acceleration is realized by the drivetrain and breaking system of the car. In lateral 
direction, there is a “Lane Keeping Model” and a “Lane Changing Model”; both calculate a steering wheel angle,
which either keeps the car inside a lane or moves it from an initial lane to a target lane. An actuator in the steering 
system of the vehicle controls the steering wheel accordingly.Table 1 gives a summary of the three dynamic models 
and shows their input and output signals as well as available parameters. Parameters for the ACC model are the 
vehicle following time gap and a dynamics setting which can be seen as some kind of time constant that determines 
how fast the model reacts to changing input data or parameter modifications. The “Lane Keeping” model has a 
similar parameter that is responsible for the behavior in lateral direction. For the “Lane Changing” model, the 
parameterization is more variable. The basic dynamic parameter is the lane change time, which sets the time the 
vehicle will take to move from the initial to the target lane. It has direct influence on the maximum lateral 
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acceleration that occurs during the lane change. In addition to that, there is a parameter for the adaption of the lane 
change trajectory’s shape. It allowsus to generate asymmetrically shapedlane change trajectoriesand provides an 
option to select the balance between maximum lateral acceleration and jerk during the lane change. 
Table 1.Dynamic models for longitudinal and lateral vehicle guidance.
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The two situation analysis modules in Figure 1are responsible for selecting an object that is used by the ACC 
model for longitudinal control and for detecting potential collision objects in the target lane in order to check if a 
lane change is feasible. Their detailed functionality is of little relevance to the objective of this article andthus not 
further explained here.
3.2. Feeding back the system’s state to the driver
Starting from thedescribed system model in 3.1, the next step is to find ways to give the driver feedback about the 
system state. Because of the reasons stated earlier in this article, we focus on the driver’s motion perception as a
feedback channel instead of visual or auditory feedback. The vehicle’s motion behavior, and consequently, the 
portion of the vehicle’s behavior the driver can actually feel is determined by the dynamic models for longitudinal 
and lateral vehicle guidance. According to the findings of section 2.3, the objective for the feedback concept is to
design those models in a way that allows the driver to easily identify them and deduce the corresponding system 
state. In a conventional system layout, this isn’t always possible.Figure 1showsfor example, that the state “Lane 
Following” is associated with the same dynamic models as the lane change’s “Preparation” state. The only 
differencesare the modules for situation analysis. Consequently,the state transition is not perceivable for the driver. 
In addition to that, there are also situations where different dynamic models have quite similar output values. An 
example would be an almost identical lateral acceleration during cornering and while performing a very comfortable 
lane change. This makes it pretty hard for the driver to feel what his car is doing, if both alternatives would be 
possible. To support the driver’s ability to distinguish different system states, the following three measures are
identified:
x Amplify the overall system dynamicsto generate greater differences in motion perception
x Dynamic models can be parameterized differently in different superior states
x Additionalunambiguous dynamic models or motion patterns can be introduced
An implementation of these measures will be illustrated later in this article in a concrete example. Besides those 
three measures to improve motion feedback, some general requirements for this kind of feedback can bedefined.The 
European Statement of Principleson Human Machine Interface for In-Vehicle Information and Communication 
Systems [19]providesdesign principles for the interaction with displays and controls,which can be applied to our use 
case as well. It postulates that a system response“should be timely and clearly perceptible”.Bubb[20]also demands 
that feedback should, in general,be timely and above the driver’s perception threshold. In case of an 
automatedvehicle, the systemresponse can either be a direct response to a driver’s input, like a maneuver command,
or feedback about a decision made by the automation. In both cases, the feedback should be felt almost 
simultaneously with the corresponding state transition. Clearly perceptible in the context of vehicle motion implies 
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that the occurring accelerations exceed the driver’s perception threshold. The acceptance of a driver assistance 
system is,however, greatly determined by the driver’s perceived comfort. A common understanding of comfort in 
terms of driving dynamics is the absence of high acceleration levels[21,22]. This leads to the demand for a 
perceptible, yet still comfortable feedback as a third requirement. Last but not least, an essential requirement is that 
the driver can associate the feedback, in our case, with a corresponding vehicle state or a state transition. This 
requirement is probably the most difficult one to meet and is especially crucial in the case of additionally introduced 
motion patterns. Those have to be designed with caution and be evaluated properly in order to be associable for the 






A “timely” feedback can be achieved by increasing the perceived acceleration shortly after a certain state became 
active. This can be done by particularly improving feedback during preparatory states. An example is the 
“Preparation” state of a lane change maneuver, which is mainly responsible for checking the feasibility of the lane 
change and has a high transition probability to the actual lane change execution.The term “clearly perceptible” can 
be quantified by looking into research on the human vestibular system, which is responsible for the perception of 
translational and rotational accelerations.Kingma[23] found a threshold for the perception of translational 
accelerations below 0.1 m/s². Müller [24]focuses on automotive applications and measured just noticeable 
differences in longitudinal vehicle acceleration. He identified a 95 % confidence interval for the just noticeable 
difference from 0.04 to 0.13 m/s². The application of acceleration as a feedback channel competes against theabove 
mentioned comfort criteria. SchimmelpfennigandNackenhorst[25]analyzed the human lane change behavior and 
measured lateral accelerations between 1 m/s² for “normal” and 2.2 m/s² for “sharp” lane changes. A study 
conducted by our research group [26]also found “a still comfortable” lateral acceleration of 1 m/s² during an 
automated lane change maneuver. If we compare these values with the aforementioned human perception 
thresholds, it can be concluded that a compromise between “clearly perceptible”and still “comfortable” motion 
feedback can most likely be found.Unfortunately, there is little information available regarding thefourth 
requirement for an “associable” feedback. Thus, finding suitable parameters and motion patterns for distinct 
feedback will be the focus of our future research.
3.3. Exemplary implementation
In the following a lane change from behind a leading vehicle onto the left neighbor lane will be used as scenario 
to illustrate a possible implementation for the motion feedback concept. The scenario starts in the state “Lane 
Following” with the ACC model following a preceding vehicle with a comfortable time gap and the “Lane Keeping” 
model guiding the vehicle in the center of the lane.
At some point, a higher hierarchical module commands a transition from “Lane Following” to “Lane Change 
Left”. Inside “Lane Change Left” the “Preparation” state is entered and a situation analysis module checks if the 
lane change is feasible. At this point it would be desirable to inform the driver about the state transition. In the 
“normal” system design, this would probably be done via a HMI display. In order to realize the feedback via the 
vehicle motion, some change in the underlying dynamic models has to take place. An amplification of the system 
dynamics will not make any difference here, because the models are the same in both states. A feasible option is to 
change the parameterization of the dynamic models for the “Preparation” state.In this special scenario, we propose 
reducing the time gap of the ACC model in order to generate a positive acceleration once the vehicle is preparing for 
the lane change and,thus,communicate the vehicles intention to pass. In addition to that, the lateral offset parameter 
of the “Lane Keeping” model will be used to position the vehicle a little bit towards the targeted lane. With an 
appropriate dynamics parameter, this offset shift can not only be noticed visually by the driver but also via the 
resulting lateral acceleration. With the two described parameterizations, an upcoming lane change maneuver will be 
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fed back to the driver before the actual maneuver is executed. A critical case in this scenario shows up if the lane 
change is considered feasible just after the lane change was requested. In this case, the preparation state would be 
very short. It seems reasonable to extend the “Preparation” phase for some time to give the driver a decent time 
allowance for recognizing the vehicle’s lane change intention. This is not just beneficial for the feedback process, 
but also reasonable regarding the activation of the turn signal,which should be seen by the other traffic participants 
before the car sheers out.
Once the lane change preparation has been completed the actual lane change execution takes place. In this case,
there is an explicit change of the lateral dynamic model, which will result in a differentiable acceleration profile. To 
make the beginning of the “Execution” phase even more noticeable, increasing the overall lane change dynamic by a 
reduction of the parameter “LC-time” can be considered. Additionally, it might be advantageous to modify the shape 
of the lane change. Following the demand for “timely” feedback,the lateral acceleration and jerk will be increased at 
the beginning of the lane change while keeping it low and comfortable at the end. Figure 2shows the original (dotted 
line) and the modified lateral acceleration profile (continuous line) for performing a lane change with a lateral offset 
of 3.5 m. It can be seen that even if the lane change time is identical, there are rather big differences in the occurring 
acceleration and jerk. If there is a certain acceleration threshold that has to be exceeded so that the driver takes 
notice of the initiated lane change, this point is reached earlier by the modified profile.
Apart from the lateral feedback, there is also a longitudinal component to the lane change maneuver. Usually a 
lane change is accompanied by an acceleration to adapt the vehicle speed to the higher velocity of the target lane. By 
increasing the dynamic setting of the ACC model, the longitudinal acceleration and jerk at the beginning of the lane 
change are increased. Additionally, introducing a new dynamic behavior that shifts down gears in order to 
communicate the beginning of the lane change execution phase can be considered.
All the measures named above are suggestions for the implementation of the presented feedback concept. It is 
assumed that they will help the driver recognize the actions and intentions of his vehicle. Nevertheless, the 
effectiveness of every single measure as well as its combination has to be evaluated properly to validate the concept.
4. Summary and outlook
In this article a motion-based approach to feeding back the state of an automated driving system was presented. 
After identifying measures to improve motion feedback in an automated vehicle and defining requirements for the 
design of feedback elements, a lane change scenario was used to illustrate a possible implementation of the concept. 
The next important step is to validate if the concept does actually keep the driver in the loop and improves the 
system’s transparency. Before the actual validation can take place, an appropriate system parameterization has to be 
found that satisfies feedback as well as comfort demands. Afterwards, a method to measure the effectiveness of the 
concept will be developed. Apart from evaluating the concept regarding the driver’s take-over performance in the 
case of a system error or the overall system acceptance, it is also imaginable to measure intermediate effects like 
how reliable and early the driver can anticipate maneuver decisions of his vehicle. Developing these methods and
evaluating a prototypic implementation of the concept will be subject to further research in our group.
Fig.2.Modification of the lateral acceleration profile during a lane change for timely feedback.
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